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The Askey-Wilson polynomials are a 4-parameter amily of q-orthogonal
polynomials expressed by the basic hypergeometric series 48. As special
cases, it provides arious types of q-Jacobi polynomials such as little, big
and continuous q-Jacobi polynomials. In this note, we report that a (partially discrete) 4-parameter family o Askey-Wilson polynomials is realized
as "doubly associated spherical functions" on the quantum group SUq(2).
In [2], Koornwinder realized a 2-parameter subfamily of Askey-Wilson
polynomials as zonal spherical unctions on SUq(2) in an infinitesimal sense.
Generalizing his arguments to non-zonal cases, we obtain a 4-parameter
amily of Askey-Wilson polynomials that are connected to these polynomials
as Jacobi polynomials are to Legendre polynomials in the SU(2) case. From
this interpretation, we also derive an addition formula for Koornwinder’s
2-parameter extension of the continuous q-Legendre polynomials. Details
will be given elsewhere.
1. Throughout this note, we fix a real number q with 0 <q 1. The
algebra of functions A(G) on the quantum group G-SUq(2) is the C-algebra
generated by x, u, v, y with undamental relations
qxv=vx, quy=yu, qvy=yv,
(1 1)
[uv--vu, xy--q-luv-yx--qvu 1,
and the *-structure determined by x*=y and v*----qu. The quantized
universal enveloping algebra Uq(su(2)) is the C-algebra generated by k, k -1,
e, f with relations
(kk---k-k_.l, kek-=qe, kfk-=q-f,
(1.2)
(ef-- fe (k k -) / (q-- q-9,
and the *-structure with/*= k and e*-= f. As for the I-Iopf algebra structure, we take the coproduct determined by
zl(k)---k(R)k, zl(e)=k-(R)e+e(R)k, zl(f)---k-(R)f+f(R)k.
The algebra of unctions A(G) has a natural structure of two-sided Uq(su(2))module. For each e (1/2)N, there exists a unique 2] + 1 dimensional irreducible representation of G o highest weight q with respect to k e Uq(su(2)).
By V we denote the corresponding right A(G)-comodule with coaction R:
V---V(R)A(G). We fix a C-basis (v) for V, with I--{], ]-- 1,
--]},
such that the differential representation takes the form

qxu--ux,

-

"

...,
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fk.V--vq

,

+ +m]) ’,
e.[f vv{ =v+([i-m][]
v{_l([] + m][] + 1 m]) v,

0.3)

where [m]=(q--q-)/(q--q-’). This representation is unitary with respect
to the Hermitia orm <, on V such that <v{, v>=6 (m, n e I) and the
*-operation of Uq(su(2)). See also [3].
2. For each matrix

>

(2.1)

g=

[r ] e GL(2; C),

we define the twisted primitive element O(g)e U(su(2)) by
t?(g) --oq-me+(ac+r)(k--k-)/(q--q-)+rqmf.
(2.2)
When q--l, the element O(g) corresponds to a generator of the Lie algebra
of the subgroup K(g) "= gKg of SU(2), where K is the diagonal subgroup

-

o SU(2).

-

Theorem 1. Let g be a matrix of the form (2.1) and assume that
q fin 0 for all k e Z.
For each m e (1/2)Z, set

(2.3)
2(g)=(qa6_q-fl)(q _q-m)/(q_q-1).
Then the element kO(g) is diagonalizable on each left Uq(su(2))-module
V (] e (1/2)N). Its eigenvalues are given by 2(g) (m= ], ]-- 1, --]).
We remark that Theorem 1 is also valid when q is a nonzero complex
number as long as q is not a root of unity. It is essentially the same as
Theorem 8.5 of Koorawinder [2].
Hereafter, we assume that the parameter of (2.1) satisfies the condition
=, ?=--fl so that (kO(g))* =kO(g). Then we see that there exists a family
of orthogonal bases (v(g)) for V, depending polynomially on (a,/, r, ),

...,

such that

(2.4)

kO(g), v(g)= v(g)(g)

for all m d. I,

and
(2.5)
where

(v(g), v(g)}-- D(g)

for m, n e I,

D(g)--

I-[

(a-q*r).

j-m,<k Kj- m,k--2m

We fix such a family of orthogonal bases (v(g))e for V under a suitable
normalization, although we do not give here its precise description. The
connection coefficients between the bases (v), and (v(g)) can be
written explicitly by Stanton’s q-Krawtchouk polynomials (see also [2]).
3. We now introduce the matrix elements of V relative to the two
bases (v(g)) and (v(g,)). Let (g, gz) be a couple of elements in GL(2; C)
such that

,=,, ,=--, (i= 1, 2).
We define the matrix element (g, g) e A(G) (m, n e I) of V by
(3.1)

(3.2)

g=

[’ ’] e GL(2; C);
(g, g)

"= (v(g),

R(v(g))}.
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using the right action

ke

U(su(2)).
Proposition 2. a) The elemen --4x(g, g) has the relative invariance

(3.3)

k(g).=(g) and .(g)k=(g,).
b) The elements (g, g) (] e (1/2)N, m, n e I) form an orthogonal
basis for A(G) under the Hermitian form (, } defined by the Haar measure.
The square length of (g, g) is given by
(3.4)
((g, g), ,(g,, g)}=q 1--q D(g)D(g).
c) For any g, one has
(3.5)
((g, g))= D(g)-(g,, g)@e(g, g).
In view of the relative invariance (3.3), we say that the elements
(g, g) are doubly associated spherical functions on G.
4. For each m, n e Z, we set
with ] max {m],
e(g,, g)’= (g,, g)
This element is a basic relative invariant in the sense that it appears with
smallest ] among all relative invariants satisfying (3.3). These e(g, g)
are expressed as products o linear combinations of the generators x, u, v, y
for A(G).
The general matrix elements (g, g) are expressed by the AskeyWilson polynomials [1]:
p(x a, b, c, d q)=a-"(ab, ac, ad q)

q’ q

ad
ab,
ac,
we
introduce the
matrix
where x (z +z-9/2. To describe the
elements,
ollowing 2-parameter extension o the continuous q-Jacobi polynomials"

(4.1)

p"’)(x s, t"

q)"=p,(x

7t

q,/,

s If(a,--1
q.+,/,

qm, _stq+m

q),

where s and t are continuous parameters.
fl)=(0, 0), then ormula
o the continuous qextension
2-parameter
gives
(4.1)
Koornwinder’s
Legendre polynomials in [2]. If (s, t)=(1, 1), (4.1) is Rahman’s parametrization of continuous q-Jacobi polynomials.
For a couple (ga, g) o (3.1), we define the zonal element X= X(g, g) by

(4.2)

21,r,r, Ix=-(o(g
q+qX=X(g, ) satisfies
rO (=1,2). Noe
O().X=O, X.O()=O, X*=X.

assuming ha 0,

Theorem 3. Te dobl eeoeited eefiel etio (, )
feeeted b the Ae-Wileo olomile (&l) i X.

Case I. m+O, mN:

Oas II.

+ n20, 2:
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mn:

q-(+")C,lYYlp("’)(X l/], I/,l" q)e(g, g),
Case Iv. m+ngO, mgn:
q-(+)Cllp’)(X l/a, l/" q)e(g, g).
Here z=]m-nl, ,=Ira+hi, k=min{]+m, i-m, ]+n, i-n} and

for

( (q*, q(++,

C. stan

q)

q)
Theorem 3 is a generalization o Theorem 8.3
non-zonal ses. The expressions in Theorem 3 make sense even when some
o the a, r, a,, r, are zero. We also remark Cha the orhogonality in
Proposition 2 is interpreted as the orthogonality relation or the AskeyWilson polynomials.
By the above interpretion, we obin an addition ormula for
p’)(x; s, t" q). In ae, propery (3.5) is translated into an addition formula or them.
Theorem 4. The polynomials pt.)(x s, t" q) (n N) have the/ollowing
addition ormula involving an extra parameter u:
(4.3) q-"/’(q q),py’)(x(zw) s, t" q)
1
p,)(x(z) u, s" q)p’)(x(w) u, t" q)
(--uq,
(q; q). ,(1

+u’q)z-w-’(z,. s

--z,

w,U

--utw ;q

(q q)._(1 +C)(--Cq q).+(-u-q q)._
X P- (x(z) u, s" q)p._ (x(w) u, t" q)
(q; q).+(1
u
+E
(q q)._(1 +u-*)(--Cq q)._,(--u-*q q),+
=
1 1
(,){
z(w); 1 1 q
-1

+u-q)z-w-(z’

kz(z); --,u

q]._(,)(

--,u 7

)

wkere z and w are independent wriable and
We remark ghag Rahmn and Vermn [4] have obtained nn addigion formula for Rogers’ q-ulraspherienl polynomials p,(z; 1, l’q) by analyie
mehods. Their work suggests hn Theorem 4 may be exended o n addition formul containing one more prmeer.
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